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2 disagree·on·opening .of Arts ·complex
Wrong drawings could delay new complex; problems with tiles slightly postpon~ arena construction
by J.C. Smith
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

r

Construction problems ~~an the Arts
Complex might not open in time for the
fall semester, and workers must remove
mismatched tiles from the main entrance of the UCF Arena. ·
''We have-already notified the College
of Arts and Sciences that the building
probably will not be ready for occupancy
by the fall term," said Peter Newman,
assistant director of Facilities Planning.
However, Jerry Osterhaus, director
of Facilities Planning, · srod he is opti-

mistic the Arts Comyear-old
drawings
plex will be finished by
_were "quite a bit fur.:ther off."
the fall. He said the '"This problem isn't
contractor could still
Workers spent a
particular to UCF."
finish by the Aug. 1
maximum . of three
deadline.
weeks to re-route the
Osterhaus said as:
lines, Newman said.
- Peter Newman . "As far as delays are
built drawings showing the location of
assistant director,
concerned, at this
power, water and
Facilities Planning
point we do not have
any documented. desewer hookups were
lays from the contracwrong. The dra'Yings
can be up to 10 or 15
tor," Newrnan said.
feet off without causing .problems, he . C<;>operation between the architect,
said. However, he said the 15- to 20- the owner and the contractor solved the'

problem, he said. The drawings have
been corrected.
. ''This problem isn't particular fo UCF,
it's typical throughout the system,"
Newman said.
He said older buildings and constant
clfange make it difficult to keep accurate
,records.
Osterhaus said the contractor is still
obligated to ~ the project by the
deadline.
He said a minor delay of a few weeks
would be acceptable but a substantial
~ee

CONSTRUCTION page .5

Program for senior ·
citizens gives seed
money back.to UCF
..

..

.

by Patrick Guilfoy
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Chartea Morrow/CENTRAL F.LORIDA FUTURF.

THIRSTY TREE
Eric House, of Palm Garden Landscaping, waters a tree in front of the UCF Arena. He is part of the landscaping
crew a~ the new building. House said the arena landscaping will be done in a few weeks.

BOR enfjs 2 degree programs
No studen~s enrolled in both of th~~e bachelor's programs
by Cindy Barth
CENTRAL FLO~IDA FUTURE

The Board of Regents decided
to stop two UCF degree programs
at its March 1 meeting.
The BOR dropped the Environmental Technology and Urban
Systems, and the 1hterdisciplinary
Humanities programs because no
students were enrolled in them.

Both are bachelor's degree programs.
Dr. Paul Riley, associate professor of humanities, ·described the
humanities degree as a broad-based
study program. Requirements included six hours each in English,
history, foreign language, philosophy, art and music.
"We only had two to three students in the program at a time," -

,lJnJ, '"""' ?.'.Lf\lurrber

1,298.213

Riley said. '~his program also
overlapped the regular Interdisciplinary Humanities program."
· Riley said the program, established in 1970, was phased out
about two years ago.
''The program had always been
a 1ow-key program," he said. ·
No infomiation was available on
the Environmental Technology and
Urban Systems program.

A new UCF program for elderly students gave
back the $2,500 seed money UCF had giv~n it. ·
The Leaming Institute for Elders at UCF began
in January to help senior citizens continue their
education with the help of UCF.
According .to· program coordinator Joan Nelson,
UCF gave the LIFE steering committee $2,500 while
the progr~m was in the planning stages. ·
The program now has 176 members, a number
larger than the committee expected. This left the
program with extra money in its budget.
· · "The members of LIFE at UCF felt it would be
nice for the program and the university to give
back the seed money," Nelson ·said. . ·
LIFE gave the check to Altman at a ceremony .
March ·26. Upon receiving th~· chec~ for UCF, ·
Altman said he was happy the LIFE program has
been so successful.
_
"In these days· of increasing budget cuts the
money was very welcome and students will be happy
because of the added classes this money will bring,"
Altman said. He said he hopes UCF and .LIFE will
have a long, satisfying and productive relationship.
Dr. Roy Connelly, a retired UCF psychology professor and president ofLIFE, presented the check.
He said the members of LIFE ·are looking forward
tp a long relationship with UCF.
·
"UCF offers <direct and.indirect services to everyone in Central Florida and the membership recognized its moral and social respensibility to support
the university," Connelly said.
Dan Schulz, a retired airline pilot, said LIFE
has kept him intellectually stimulated and has kept
him learning.
Schulz ·also said the lecture "topics have been
interesting:
- LIFE was designed by Altman's wife, c;Judy, and
Louise Sheehy of the Canterbury Retreat Center
as a lecture series.
The purpose of the program is to allow seniors to come
together and learn about topics relevant to themselves
without the usual university barriers.

•
2
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Cars, copy machines
victims Of vandalism

•

-

.

•

by Heidi Steiner
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

In the last couple of weeks, vandals
scratched a car, threw eggs at parked
cars and bent a bike.
Also, someone broke into a dorm and
copy machines were
during
damaged
spring break.
Allan Shields had
his car "keyed" March
19.
According tO police,
the scratch starts from
in front of the
passenger's side door
and ends above the
rear tire.
Six cars parked
near
the
Delta
Gamma house were
hit with raw eggs March 20, police said.
But no damage occurred, according to
police.
But Glen Tjebes found his bike dam-

•
it

•
•

•

•

h

aged at 10:15 a.m. March 21.
Police said both bicycle wheels were
bent so that the bike could not be used.
Tjebes parked and locked his bike
Thursday next to·the stairwell by Room
113 of Polk Hall.
Polk Hall was also the scene of a
theft during spring
break.
Brian Butler and
Kenneth Weisberg
reported a stereo system and seven compact discs stolen
March 1 7 from their
Polk Hall dorm room.
Butler left for spring
break March 8 and
Weisberg left March
10.
According to police,
when Butler ·and
Weisberg returned, the-0.orm room was
unlocked, everything 'was "rifled" and

Michael Pohl/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE:

CLASS ESCORT
Andy Collette, a sophomore majoring in criminal justice, and his girlfriend, Christine
Restagnu, a sophomore education major, walk to the Fine Arts Building.

see POLICE BEAl page 7

Daytona campus supports protecting ocean, survey shows

•

by Sandra·L. Karr

...
•

•

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

DAYTONA -A random survey at UCFs Daytona
campus last week showed students support a 100mile ocean protection zone around the Florida coast.
Nineteen of 20 students surveyed supported the 1
protection zone.
''The ecological balance of Florida is quite fragile,"
said Darrell Starling, a native Floridian and Daytona

• EARTH DAY EVENTS
The UCF ·Environmental
• Society is hosting its Earth Day
1991 speaker series. All shows
Will begin at 7:30 p.m.
• :- Thursday - Naiomi
• Edelson, a biologist, will
present "Noveau Landscapes
for Wading Birds?," in the Re• hearsal Hall.
• Monday - ·Stan Moore,
AnimaLIBERATION,
will
present "Environment from an
• Animal Rights Perspective," in
the SCA.
• April 10 - Dan Williams,
, Greenpeaee, will present "Time
for a Sane and Safe Energy
Policy," in the SCA
• April 15 - Cindy Westra,
Back to Nature, will present
"Domino Effect: Toxins vs.
Wildlife and Environment," in
the SCA. ·
• April 18, Micheal
Geoghaegans, UN, will present
"The Politics of the Environ.., ment," in the SCA

Phillip Crant, acting chair, will
serve as its editor. Thejournal
will be published by state h~gh
school and college teachers. ·
Publication is scheduled for
1992.

•

March 31.
For more information, call
AMA Collegiate Relations Vice
PresidentBarbaraReemsat(407)
299-0189 or (407) 875-0028.

• AND MORE MONEY
The Central Florid~ Rotary
Clubs invite a:pplications for
international scholarships for
.the 1992-93 school year.
Applications for .these scholarships are welcome: undergraduate, graduate, vocational, ·
teacher of the handicapped and
journalism.
Scholarships include rol:llldtrip transportation, academic fees,
on-campus double-occupancy
room, meal plan, limited travel
and contingency expenses. .
An information meeting will
be held at 1:30 p.m. March 28
in the Senate Affairs Conference Room . .For more informa•FREE MONEY
tion,-call Barth Engert, AD 210,
Three UCF Foundation Mi- at ext. 2691.
nority Graduate Fellowships
have been made.for prospective • CLOTHING DRIVE
Drop off your extra clothes
new graduate students. Each
is .worth $1,500. The -moneys from 9 a.m.-3 p.m. Thursday
will be paid in two equal in- in front of CEBA II for the anstallments after the add-drop nual Spring Clean Clothing
period of next fall and spring Drive.
Drop-offs also can be arsemesters.
The fellowship& are for new ranged at the Newman House.
students. The deadline for ap- · Call 281-4438.
pl~_cations is April 10.
All clothing will be donated
to the Christian Service Center.
·
•MORE FREE MONEY
The Central Florida Chapter • SUBMIT LITERATURE
EOS, a new literary magaof the American Marketing Association is announcing the 1990- zine, is accepting poems, fiction
91 scholarship competition.
and non-fiction for its fall issue.
Project entries will be judged There is no specified line or
by a panel of local marketing word length.
executives. Any marketing paThe magazine's goal is to
per or case written since May provide an alternative forum
1990 is eligible. Cash prizes and for quality work that has gone
honorable mentions will be unnoticed. Submissions should
awarded at AMA's April 17th be typed and should include
meeting.
your name, address and ·phone
The submittal deadline is number. For a reply, send sub-

•BITS AND BYTES
UCF is hosting its first computer symposium from 10 a.m:6 p.m. Thursday in the CEBA .
II Atrium. Instruction and Research Support is sponsotj.ng
the event.
Topics in the Macintosh symposiwn include Music, Art, Databases, Spreadsheets, Movies,
Word Processing, Multimedia
and Desktop Publishing.
Topics for IBM include:
· Animation, Foreign Language,
Online Database Searches,
Computerized Testing and
Biological Database.

• HELP THE HOMELESS
Here is your chance to help
the homeless.
The Social Work Student
Advisory Association is aiding
the Coalition for the Homeless.
The coalition started a new
program called "New Beginnings.~' They need donations for
• this prowam, such as blankets .
and clothes. Drop· containers
will be located at the UCF Library, the Administration
Building and the Fine Arts
Building from April 1-5.
For more information, call
Kim Dawson at 3.66-3802.
• FOREIGN JOURNAL
The Department of Foreign
Languages and Literatures is
announcing the production of
an annual journal: The Florida
• Foreign Language Jourp.al. Dr.

student. "One major oil spill could deplete cor3.I reefs
located off Florida's coastline. These coral reefs serve
as a major fish breeding area. It would take 200 years
to replace one destroyed reef."
Debbie Zimbler, a liberal studies major who says
she takes an active role in environmental matters,
said Florida's coastline should not have to be depleted
in order to keep the nation fueled.
She suggested alternative forms of fuel resources,
such as.solar energy, be explored.

Anthony Paolini, also a liberal studies major, responded negatively t<} the survey.
"I don't dispute the fact that Florida needs protection from spills and drilling. My problem with the
Ocean Protection Act is that it concentrates only on
the oil and does not set guidelines for illegal fishing,
dolphin quotas and dumping of solid wastes."
The zone is c~ently being proposed to the Florida
Legislature and is known as the Ocean Protection
Act.

missions with a self-addressed,
Reverend C. Dwight Bain, a
stamped envelope to: EOS, P.O. group therapist at the UBC,
Box 26745, Orlando, FL 32816. .will host the program from
-6:45-8:30 p.m. Tuesday.
Call 281-7000 to register:
• ASSERT YOURSELF
Florida Hospital is offering
an "Assertiveness Training'' ··soN RISE ..
program at 6:30 p.m. April 4.
All residents and visitors of
The program teaches partici- the Orlando area are invited to
pants active listening skills ·and join an annual Son Rise Celclear communication styles. It ebration at 7 a.m. Sunday at
will be in the 'Chatlos Confer- the Eola Park Amphitheater.
ence Center at Florida' flospiMusicians scheduled to
tal Altamonte, 601
E. ticipate include: First Church
Altamonte Drive, Altamonte of the Nazarene Sanctuary
Springs.
Choir, First Presbyterian
The program costs $40 for Church of Orlando's Brass En.:
three 90-minute sessions. Pre- semble and Karen Juliano, soprano, First United Methodist
registration is required.
Call 897-1929 ·for more in- Church of Orlando.
Christians will celebrate
formation or to register.
Christ's resurrection through
song and scripture.
• GET RID OF JUNK
Private refuse haulers for
the unincorporated areas ·of •WIDOWHELP
The Central Florida HOSOrange County are collecting
their customers' unwanted fur- PICE has formed a support and
niture Thursday, Friday and social group to meet the·needs,
of the "younger widowed" perSaturday~
Haulers will not fake away son.
The group will meet at 7 p.m.
building materials, car bodies
or engines. However, other on the first and third Tuesday
large items that would not of each month at the Central
usually be inc.ludecl with ordi- · Christian Church, at 1-4 and
nary garbage will be picked up. Ivanhoe near downtown OrItems must be placed along lando.
· For more information, call
curbs.
For more information, call Jim Monahan at 875-0028.
the office of the Mandatory
Refuse Program at 836-7004.
• HEL_, YOURSELF
Now is time to ''Help Yourself" Learn how to like yourself
• PARENT SEMINAR
The University Behavioral and help yourself to more in life.
This all-day, self-esteem
Center is offering a series of
workshop for women will be
free parenting seminars.
The first seminar, "How to hosted by Dr. Anne-Marie Bercik.
Get Up When You're Down," The workshop will run .from 9
focuses on overcoming depres- a.m.-4:30 p.m. Sunday at the
sion and anxiety. It will also Langford Hotel, 300 E. New Enhelp you learn how to cope with gland Ave., Winter Park.
The workshop costs $45. To
stress 'involved in marriages,
divorces, blended families apd register or get more information,
call Carol West at 671-2258.
parent-child relationships .
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UCF grows, n1ns
into problems
with constn1ction
Current construction projects at
UCF will soon be finished. However,
problems have caused some delays
and may have pushed back the
completion dates of the UCF Arena
and the Arts Complex. ·

Char1es Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The arena now looks more like a building. Problems caused by mismatched
tiles in the entrance should not cause a delay in the building's opening.

ARTS COMPLEX
Problem: Drawings showing utility
hookup locations were wrong .
Scheduled completion date: Aug. 1
Should open: may or may not
open on time

ARENA
Problem: Tiles in the entrance
were mismatched.
Scheduled completion date: June
23.
Should open : June 23.
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The Arts Complex, behind the Humanities and Fine Arts Building, is taking shape.
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Trailer on CC1Q1PUS used to renovate Chem Building·

•

~chitect:

Indus.
Baker said Indus will
update the heating, ventiMarty students may lation and air conditioning
wonder why a construction system in the building .
trailer, surrounded by Also, Indus will install new
about 200 yards of National cabinets and . lab equipRent-A-Fence, is sitting on mel)t. Ruggiero said the old
the east end of campus near . equipment was deteriothe Health and Physics rated and acid-burned.
Building.
Also, floor tile will be reArchitect Judy ·Baker of placed .
Facilities Planning said the
"The building needed
trailer is an office for Indus updating to provide a betConstruction Co: Indus will ter cleaning environment,"
be on campus .for several Baker said .
months · to renovate the
According to Ruggiero,
Chemistry Building.
Indus has 210 days to comThe fenced-in area pro- plete the six-phase project,
vides parking for Indus which involves electrical
employees and storage work and plumbing.
space for equipment.
Construction will not in"If we trash the area by terfere . much with classes
drivi;ng over it, we will re- because most work will be
place the .grass when we done at night.
leave," said proj'ect -manBaker said the project
ager Tony Ruggiero of should be c~mpleted by fall.

. - CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

•
•

•
•
Charles Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FU rURE

This trailer is an office for Indus Construction Co. while they renovate the Chefr1istry Building. The area
is fenced in so the Indus employees can park by the trailer.

•

CONSTRUCllON

•

·FROM PAGE 1

-

•

delay would fgrce UCF to take
action. By contract, the contractor is liable to pay a fee for
every day past the deadline

.

that the building is not finished, Osterhaus said.
Work on the arena suffered
.a minor delay when workers
had to replace mismatched tiles
from the main entrance.
Newman , said he, · the
project manager, Jack Price,

and the architect agr~ed the
tiles should be changed because the they did not match,
Newman said.
"Let's say you order a suit
and when you get it, it's a different shade than you thought,"
Newman said. "I think that's

what happened here."
The problem went unnoticed
until part .of the floor was
cleaned, he said
"It would have been nice if
the tile setter could have
picked out the error when he
was laying the tiles, but the .

SCUBA

Astrological Profiles

A STUDENT CENTER LEISURE.LEARNING COURSE

What's in the stars
Jor the two ofyou?

$146.00 per person*
.

·*Student to supply mask, fins, and snorkle
(equipment rental - $20.00)

•
•

A T_HREE-WEEK COURSE -taught April 1st - ·21st
taught by instuctors from THE DIVE STATION

•
•

ZUCCHINI INC.
FREE ORDER FORM
(407) 671-9766

-_Your friends & lovers report is a
counseling astrologer's
comparison of two individual birth
horoscopes. Each report is t~elve or
inore pages in length, and e:q>lores
your relationship from several
· points of view. $13.33

•
.

tiles tend to be dirty and it's
hard to · really see the problem," he ·said.
He said the tiles were replaced at no cost to UCF.
Newman said the arena will
be open by the June 23 deadline.

friends&
lovers

•

•

Project should t?e done ~n fall

by Mary Watkins

•

.
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INSTRUCTION INCLUDES :
classroom instruction
pool instrucion
openwater training session
use of wet suits and weight belts
PADI Openwate·r diver manuel
dive tables
PADI diving log book
PADI certification card

Sign-up at the Student Center Main Desk by March 28th.
For more information, call 823-2611.
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' 2 engineering students
get acadeinic·grants, _
will use part for ·studies
tastrophe, or if a quick evacuation of the Space Station becomes necessary. -..../
Two UCF engineering stuLater this spring, Brooks
dents were recently awarded and Van Sickle will test a onea combined fellowship of fifth scale model of the ACRV
$11'0,000 by Rockwell Inter- at the O.H. Hinsdale Water
Test Facility of Oregon State
national of California.
John Brooks and David
,lllllllllllllllllllllttttt~~
semesters, they will analyze · m
Van Sickle, the two recipients, u~~~~m~n~~
will use about $30,000 of the the results of these tests to
money to test and analyze an try to to predict the overall
assured crew return vehicle effectiveness of the ACRV.
(ACRV).
These fellowships add to a
· The vehicle is a component long- tradition of · UCF inof NASA's new Space Station, volvement in NASA's Space
Freedom, which should be in Station project.
In the past three years,
orbit by the year 2000.
The remainder of the funds UCF engineering teams have '
BEFORE YOU CAN
will be split by the two stu: submitted proposals concerndents to meet the costs of'their ing waste management on the
·-. FOLLOW .YOUR
Space Station, a tethered elegraduate education.
DREAMS, VOU'V.E
Brooks and Van Sickle vator and the initial design of
were selected by engineering the ACRV, which they are
GOT· TO FOLLOW
faculty to receive the fellow- testing now.
THE RULES.
ship on the basis ·of their high
Dr.
Loren Anderson,
GPAs and advanced engi- Brooks and Van Sickle's menMen who don't register with Selective Service
neering 'skills. Both were tor and an engineering proaren't eligible for federal student aid, job training
members of a group of about fessor, is particularly excited20 students who had pre0- about this undertaking.
ously helped design the
"This project is unique be· within a month of your 18th birthday. It takes
cause it is- one of the first
ACRV.
.five ~inutes to fill out a simple card.
The ACRV will be the craft times that a university has
responsible for returning worked directly with contracRegister with Selective Service.
Space Station crew members tors in the space industry.
It's Quick. It's Easy. And It's the Law.
to the Earth quickly. It is very Previously all of the work has
much like the Apollo capsules been done -with NASA," he
used in the 1970s.
said. "John and David's work
The ACRV is a fallback de- is outstanding and they device that NASA only plans to serve to have this opportunity
use in case of a medical emer- to be placed on the cutting
gency or a Space Station ca- edge of space technology."
by Jay Colsman
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COMICS

*
PAINTBALL

~THE. PERFECT.TIME.

SUPPUES
*

At Glenwood, we offer you other
important advantages:
• Great Location
• Quality Mind1ch Construction
• 13ond Money Financing
• Private Walled-In
Neighborhood
• Uriel( Exteriors
Plus, from now until April 30,
1991, you will receive an option
package worth $15.00 or a
washer-dryer and refrigerator
ABSOLUTELY FREE!
This is the time to buy! Visit us at
Glenwood today.
·

ROLE PLAYING ..
IN THE UC6 PLAZA
ACROSS FROM UCF

GAMES

'The Dartmouth, $82,000 with $4,000 down, FHA mortgage of $80,964 plus
$3,000 FHA·MIP. 1st yea~ principle and lnlerest paymenl of 7718% Is $587 +
$12 Insurance escrow+ $65 tax escrow for total j)llyment of $664. APR Is
8.06%. Second year payment is at 8718%, year 3 lhru 30 pay menI is at 91/2%.
Nole: Program ava1lablllly Is subject to change without nohce. Appliance and
options offer nol valid with any other offer.
•

Mm~ There's More Of You

f

<

•

_ --tfA..'?s~ In Every Home We Build.
C'~

,

..

~r ~~~~::J.f~~~
c

,~~1::

'

,.,.

.

~

. '..)

~~

Hurry. Now through March 31, 1991, purchase
a new home in The Arbors, and make absolutely

NO MORTGAGE PAYMENTS FOR THE FIRST SIX MONTHS!

New Homes from the $70's

----1
657-2644 or 671-8860
0 Open everyday: 10 a:.m. 6 p.m.

i--_._;~-.......

to

N

Nor valid wirb any orber offer.

•

•
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•

found at 2:42 p.m. next to the
Registrar's office in the Administration Building.
There is a black box underneath the coin receiver
encased with a locked cover.
Police found the cover open
and discovered it still contained change. No damage
was rep-orted.
Police said the top door of
another ~opier, in the Computer Center, was broken.
According to police, the 'coin
-receiver was unscrewed from
the machine and the chang~
was gone.

POLICE BEAT
FROM PAGE3

•
•

•
•

•

.
I

•
•

•

.

the property was stolen.
On March 16, people broke
into three copy machines. ·
Police found the first damaged machine at 1 :25 p.m. near
Room 193 of the Education
Building.
Police found pry marks on
the lock and the outside of the
machine. The inner lock had
been pushed back. But police
said no money had been stolen.
The second machine was

ake.your first
career step
a ~ winning one. ·. ·
.

.

.

.Jn 12-18 months, you can become a Store Manager.at Kinney
- Shoes, the largest family shoe chain in the United States. Our
four-phase training program allows you '
to move up quickly. Kinney offers an :i --·
attractive base salary plus commission,~
··
comprehensive benefits _and a stock
purchase plan. And all full-time . .
employees are eligible for a generous
store discount.
If you're looking to get ahead,.take a
step in the rjght direction.
-····-·r.....,__.

· 11 :QO A.M .
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY 281-4438

SOL

· ~t. ,Jostpb'~

Qtbuttb

Qta a101 it

1501 Alafaya Trail

Saturday Vigil Mass: 6:00 P.M".

•

Interviewing o.n ·cam.pus, _at the Career Placement Office,
Aprn 1st or call 857-6188 for an appointment.

Sunday Masses:

KINNEY®SHOES .·

•

Equ~I

8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon
275-0841 .

opportunity employer M/F .

•

.

•
•

tER1S®

.·11\dent®
8t

Sunday,
April '7th
12·noon @ ..
the Gym

N-4 .

·

. LL£Y . · .· ., .

•
I•

•

.
rt'
~

•

SIGN UP NOW! .
•

.•

FREE
• Certs Breath Mints
• Trident Chewing Gum
• SpikeFest BeachPak to Winners .
For More Information call ~~·2408
l

•

•

'

'
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Qr Register at Rec. Services 101 . .
I

• •

• '
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DO YOU THINK IT'S UNREALISTIC FOR YOU TO BE
.

MAKING $50,000 WITHIN 2 YEARS? ·
-

. How many college graduates do you know who have the potential. to be making from $4o,OOO to
·
$50,000 within the fil"$.t few years out of school. You're right ifyou said not many. But at Taco Bell,
this incpl:De' level is.realistic. Join our professional management training program as a Management
Trainee, and your advancement and ineome will be a direct result of your_job performance. · In fact,
Within 2 years as a Restaurant General Manager your income could take you into the $40,000 to
$50,000 range.
·
.
.
Foodservice is one of the nation's fastest growing industries, and Taco Bell, a $2 hillion wholly owned
subsidiary,of the prestigious $13 billion PepsiCo corporate family, leads its industry segment. We
_.- have opportunities available for talented graduates who have the performance, drive, and interest in
joining us at one of our many lo~tions nationwide. .

Consider The Facts
• A 5-day work week.. . _
• Our Restaurant General Managers can now realistically achieve an 'annual ~come of $40K to $50K
•Assistant Resta~urant General Managers start at $22K with bonus potential.
.
· · • Professional training programs -to prepare you to run a million dollar business.
•PepsiCo's new Employee Stock Option Plan - SharePow~r.
• 3000 restaurants natio~ally, with plans for aggressive expansion .
.• Sales have quadrupled-to $2.billion durin·g the last 8.years.
• The number of restaurants has.tripled during the I.ast 8 years .

0

..
At Taco Bell we've ,give~ our Restaurant General Managers the autonomy 'and re~urces_ necessary to
independently run and grow a million dollar business. ~ow, more than ever,. our focus is on retaining
and developing ·those individuals who are most crucial to our success - our restaurant management .
team. W ~ provide the resources and backing, you provide the leadership ·and talent. If you answer ·
·yes .to .the .f~llowinp questions, .you could b~ . a phone call away from· a truly unique~~ outstanding
. busmess opporturuty.
. .
· .
.
_.
• Do you need to .nm your own show?
.
• Hav~ you succeeded where others have failed?
• Is it important for you to always give your best effort?
,. Are you in~eres.ted in a career not just a.job?·
"
• Do·you naturally assuffie . Jea~ership-·- roles?
.
_ . .
• When yqu have ohtstan_ding p~rformance, do you like to '1e paid for: i,t?
• Can you 1maintain y~ur focus independent of supervision?
...
~ ·

0

0

.
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEW APRIL 4th
~. FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO
SCHEDULE AN INTERVIEW, VISIT THE
CAREER-RESOURCE CENTER IN THE
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, SUITE
124 OR CALL 823-2361
.

Equal Opportunity Employer, MIF
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IIBM Pe:fSonalsystem/21
~

Model 30-286 (T31)
lMB Memory
1OMJiz 80286 Processor
30MB Fixed Disk Drive
One 3.5-inch Disk Drive (1.44MB)
8512 Color Display (14-inch)
IBM Mouse
DOS 4.01
Microsoft Windows 3.0

•

$1,736
Model 55SX (T61)'
2MB Memory
16MHz 80386SX Processor
Micro Channel Architecture
60MB Fixed Disk Drive
One 3.5-inch Disk Drive (l.44MB)
8515 Coior Display (i4-inch)
IBM Mouse
DOS 4.01
Microsoft Windows 3.0

•

•

,

$ 2,842

IBM Printers -.. ,.
Proprinter II (9 pin)
_
__ , ':
Proprinter IIXL (9 pin, Wide) ·
~.
Proprinter X24 E (24 pin, NLQ) ~ · Proprinter XL24E (24 pin, NLQ, Wide)
Quietwriter 2
IBM Laser Printer (5pgs/Min)
IBM Laser Printer (lOpgs/Min)

_:Qi ... :_

®

$ 284

$ 366
$543
$ 694
$ 683 '
$1,071
$1,413
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news dies dOwn
after war in .GUif
Let's be honest, how many people ·are really
interested in what is happening in the world around
us? How many people actively keep up on what the
U.S. Senate is doing, who your representatives are or
what the ·Eastern block countries are doing.
Most people are worr.ied about their child's cough,
their car's sputter, where their partner is and whether
Orange County is ever going to finish construction of
Alafaya Trail.
When w~r began in the Persian Gulf, people were
gl':led to their TV sets wondering whether the
neighbor's nephew was going to be injured. Did people
actually learn anything from this recycled, overstressed crisis.?
No.
People still spend hours watc}).ingtelevision without
actually havingthe least bit ofincrease in knowledge.
Late hours were spent in vain, as the public is no
smarter for its }J.ours of intense study on the Gulf.
True, now they can locate Kuwait (and Iraq) on a
map, but what do they really know of the region?
.
Not much.
They know that the women ar~ .Pretty much
covered up.- ~ey know· there is a lot. of desert in
Kuwait. And they know it gets hot. Was this worth
the hassle? the electricity? the late nights?
People still believe everything that is put in front
of them. If they saw it on television, it must be true!
One can only hope that someone doesn't use Orson
Wells' (''War of the Worlds") technique of scaring the
public into rioting.
Of course, the past 30 years of Cold War scare have
beeQ a military-media production. America fell for it~
hook, line and sinker.
How about all the people that wait with baited-breath
for the next day and their soap opera? For that daily fix of
.
suspense, romance and intrigue all locked into one?
Any sitcom for that·matter, if it stays on the air for
more than six weeks, has a following and a group.that
tapes every episode. These people are the ones· that
get mad if"X" dies or if ''Y" sleeps with "Z."
Is this a healthy attitude? Should America be
proud of the TV generation? No.
Itis sad. Granted, recreational viewing is nice and
the news can be informative. But what happens is
that people view for hours, get zero information and
have, for all practical purposes, wasted their time. ,
Perhaps greater emphasis on the joys of reading
would influence younger students to tum to books,
magazines and/or newspapers for information and
enjoyment.
Perhaps people should ct;tution too much television
can hurt - warning labels on sets could state if
people watch too many hours per day, they will have
th~.intelligence of a slug.
Seriously though, people need to try to keep up to
date on news, not just during a spectacle.
Don't take television for gospel and aon't allow
yourself to alter your schedule for television. Practice
control. There are orily so many hours ip. the day and
they are too.often lost in the abys_s.
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Don't forget our past soldiers
Everyone has heard that the United States Army
is coming home. Everyone is ecstatic, taking down
the yellow ribbons, throwing parties and loving those
brave men and women of the Gulf War, and as well
they should. Throughout the war, they have had the
support and love of the American people. Now, they
are coming home..
As word of their return spread everywhere, we
were not clever enough to keep it from ~arious highlevel, high-power corporations. The executives of these
corporations, meaning well, I am sure, leaped for joy,
and decided to welcome our boys ·home. The resuJt,
however, seems far less than desirable. It would appear there is a difference between what the companies
meant to say, and what they seem to say.
What they meant to say: "We here at (place name
here) want our boys to know how proud we are of
them. They have done a fine job. Welcome home."
What they seemed to say: "We here at (place name
here) want to ride the popular resurgence of patriotism
in this great land for th~ purpose of capitol gain. They
have ~done a finejob. Welcome home."
Well, I welcome them home., tM, but we cannot fail

•

to realize that there were millions of men before them
who joined the military. These men knew that, at any
time, hostilities could break out, and they could be
called into action. Still, they gave many years of their
lives, and survived many skirmishes without recognition.
We should not look upon the returning troops favorably because they won a war, we should look upon
the favorably because- they joined the service in the
first place. ,
Were it not for the valiant men and women who
protect this country, we as Americans would not have
the rights we -shove in each other's faces. We could
not criticize our president, we could not rag on the
Pentagon-life in the media would be no fun at all.
So remember,- even if our soldiers have not seen
battle, they are still our family, and they deserve all
the love they are getting now all the time.

•
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Bush has competition·for 1992
And from the cancerous skies of a T.S. Eliot nightmare, a man of the people tapped his silver spurs,
spat oil from his teeth an' -gums, and belched forth
the fulfillment of"New World Order."
A man for the '20s, a shoot-em-up, rope-themdoggies G.I. cowboy. ):.. man that, ·even as I write, is
becoming more popular than Ronald McDonald.
dead one" Jackson, Ulysses S. ''Tamm~y Hall? I . .
My fellow compatriots, I present to you one Norman · swear I never touched her" Grant and Dwight
Schwartzkopf. Geshuntide.
"FOUR!" Eisenhower.
'
It was in the March 19 .edition of the Orlando SenWhen I think about having Norm for my president,
tinel that columnist Wlllie Safire presented the see- I feel the fear that Pat Robertson gave me in 1988. I
. nario of Schwartzkopf in '92.
oppose having a general as president, because ReI said, ''What, instead of Bush? Hmmm." Safo·e· publicans are venal enough as it is. I oppose having a
went on to say, No (you idiot) on the Democrats' minister as president, because, hell, I want to sleep in
·
ticket. New World Order gone weird. Imagine, if Nor- on Sundays. .
man was the Democrats' candidate in '92, a lot of
However, my-fellow Americans, I do have aproposRepublicans would become Democrats, a lot of Demo- al. If it is the pain of electing another Saran-Wrap
crats would become Anarchists and Libertarians, well, candidate that grieves you, I do not feel that Norman
we'd say you're both lost and remain Libertarians.
Schwartzkopf offers the reprieve you're seeking.
I say though, a Bush vs. Schwartzkopf title match
Hell, after a while, you won't even find his name
is enough to make me by-pass Nick Conte's luke- amusing. If it's strength and speed that you most
warm advice on Switzerland and get Alpine Skis
· desir~ in a president, Elect Daryl Strawberry and I
advance (cocoa included). If 1992 do~s bring a title prormse you 30 homers, 90 Rbi's, and 30 stolen bases.
match as -such, I'll be looking for the next Malcolm X If it's a laid back vice-presiden.t you need, I say it's
to say "the chickens are coming home to rooE?t:"
Greg Allman you want. A man who will teach Jesse
The problem of .having a president who is also a Helms to work out on the harmonica so as to play the
general is that, for the most part, ·they've historically · blues for his constituents rather than giving it to
been even worse than Warren Harding. With the them.
exception of George Washington, the past has given
Bush or Schwartzkopf in '92?
us failures as Andrew "the only good red man is a
"Good Lord, I feel like I'm dying."
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Academy Awards should be 'Popular AwardS'
Why do I do it?
Puh-leeze! Don't get me wrong - I like Whoopie and
Thls year, once again (even after swearing up and I think she's a great character actor (she prefers the
down that I wouldn't), I endured that four-plus hour appellation, something else I admire about her). And
marathon of schmaltz and schmooze known as the I thought she added (pardon the pun) dimension to
Academy Awards for Motion Pictures. I guess I got "Ghost'' that rounded the film out nicely. But I didn't
sucked in again because the Academy was smart see Whoopie portray anything in th~t movie other
enough to snare Billy Crystal as its host. What can I than Whoopie and that, I hate to say it, is not acting.
say? He's good.
After she received her Oscar, Goldberg said that his absolutely Mlentless daughter in the film.
I ·Suppose, being the good cynic I am, I just have to she _always wanted one of them. Maybe next time
I had to l~an towards Andy Garcia for his equally,.,
put myself through some kind of aggravation once in she'll earn one.
brutal and coldblooded portrayal in "Godfather, Part
a while. Well, the Oscars have come and gone for
Of course, "Dances With Wolves" won big time, III," because he had to do his own job as well as
another 12 months and 1991, and no.t only was this - taking the largest quantity of awards along with Best carrying his co-star through her role. A collection
version pathetic, but also predictable as one would Director and Best Picture. Best Picture?
should be made to help put Coppola's daughter
expect.
_
C'mon, "Good Fellas" was head-and-shoulders above through school, -- anything to prevent her from being
By the way, "not only... but" was definitely this anything else in the field this year and may well be seen on a screen ever again.
year's key phrase. Not only presenters but recipients one of the 50 best pictures of all time. The only reason
And spe'aking of Sophia's, one notably high-water
said· that catch-phrase not only once but, in some people are attracted towards ''Dances With Wolves" . mark was the Academy's presentation of a special
cases, two or ·three times. Not only is this tiresome, is that it assuaged every white person's guilt for our award to Sophia Loren. Loren is still one of the class
but it shows how little originality Hollywood writers historical treatment of the Indians.
acts in film. She still has talent and class.
possess.
As for Best Director, Costner didn't do anything in
Another blessing in disgwse coming from this years
Madonna should be executed automatically. She "Dances With Wolves" that ·hasn't alrea,_dy been done show was that Harry Connick, Jr: might have finally
tries to look like Marilyn Monroe, but only succeeds in a number of John Ford movies or "Spartacus." My found a place for himself'in the entertainment world
in approaching a cheap French whore., She flung the choice would have been for either Martin Scorsese - as the next Frank Sinatra.
stole around, beating it on the ground with all the who, in "Good Fellas," finally came back up to his
Each year only reinforces my opinion that it is not
sexuality of Hulk Hogan in the ring.
·
. standards set in "Taxi Driver" ·and "Raging Bull" or to talent that counts, it is mass appeal. Let's at least be
At any rate, on to the awards ...
Francis Ford Coppola for "Godfather, Part III," al- honest arid change th~ adjective from ''best" to. "most
. Whoop!e Goldberg won as Best Supporting Actress. thoug~ he lost a few ofpornts for insisting on keepin~ popular."
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Easy Work! Excellent Pay! Assemble products at home. Call for information 504-6418003 Ext.2568

Alpha Tau Omega
Thanks to all who jammed at the island party,
the biggest and best UCF party of the year I
It was HOT! ·would you please get down from
that *crash* stagel" Llr, thanks for an awesome social. Can't wait to twist again I "Full
contact twister for W seconds!" Let's not
forget about Greek Weeki Campbell countdown-2 weeks! Grateful Dead on Apr. 7,8,9.
Rem is married? Hal Hal ATOnlyl
Datta Sigma Pl
Friday is big brother appreciation. I'll have the
Surf N Turf and a bottle of Dom Perignon.
Easter in the Park is Saturday. Come out and
be an Easter Bunny .
Kappa Sigma
Hey brothers, don't forget the se~vice project
Saturday. We getto be on T. V.I How psyched
are ~ou for Greek Week? It's coming next
week and of course, we're gonna win!
AEKLlB!
Acacia
Congratulations to our new members: Garp,
Garan imal,
and
C-section ,
Tut,
Skippy(temporary) . Excellent pledge party.
Beauty of a barbecue, Jon is another Betty
Crocker. Good job in floor hockey, keep up the
good work. Greek Week is upon and the
Acacians are going to take it all. Acacia-a
~olid rock of brotherhood.

A.A. meeting every Wed. 1.2-1 pm Bio. Bldg.
rm 140 Happy Joyous and Free .
Newman Club
Sponsoring a clothing drive Wed. and Thursday outside of CEBA II. Bringsomedothesby
or call 281-4438 for pickup
All students are invited to a weekly Bible study
on Friday at 2pm in SC214, Sponsored by
Catholic Campus Ministry.
Tomorrow is Good Friday-Don't forget it's
meaning. Have a great weekend! Hope to
see you st Knight Light (every Thurs @7 in the
SOL)

DettaGamma
Congratulations to Tina Zlpzer on 2nd run·ner
up in Miss UCF! And Llrwants to tliank ATO
for the flowers and a great social - just wait 'till
Homecoming '91 ! A safe Easter to all and get
ready for Greek Weeki
·

. For Rent-Avbl May 1st. 2bd/2ba quiet, dean.
Close to UCF. Parking and Laundry facil on
premisses. No pets. Askaboutdisco.untl! 3805096

Fellowship of Chr,istian Athletes
Tonight
. 6:15 .
Wafne Densch Sports Center Lobby
Everyone"is invited!!

Canvassers for unique patio, driveway and
interior flooring product. Samples and literature provided. High commission Saturdays
only 679-1330

Large 212 w/private balcony or patio, large
kitchen walking distance to· UCF Please ask
about our move-in special ?82-5657

Need help in French? 851-7568 Nadia
Need help in French? Call Helene Native
Speaker 282-7428. Good Prices
Graphic Arts Major: Want to build a portfolio?
So does this copywriter. Let's combine
talents! Call Andrew 644-5617
Homes needed for 100 German students for 2
to 6 weeks you chooses tudent. Call Kara 6296154 for more information
TOY AND MODEL TRAINS; RAILROADIANA
Prof. Hartman Engr 247 or 823-2317

1/2 Duplex-UCF area. 2 bdrm/2 bath all applianc:es included. For sale by owner. $58,500
Call (407)269-0391 or (407) 282-4;487

PHI ALPHA GAMMA Bob has the Jelly. Who
has their hard roll ready? Pink Ll's are #1 . Hey
PKA studs thanks for the pump'n social. You
boysaresorough! And we Love it! ~ArRules

SPANISH TUTORING CALL ANA 282-9872
AFTER 9AM ALSO WEEKENDS
LSA T GMAT GRE Prep Course
Open Enrollment High Scores
Taught by testing specialists
Michael Tierney, 897-3300 '

0

Townhouse for sale near UCF-ideal invest~
·ment for the parents of a college student. Two
bedroom 2 1/2 bath, kitchen, living room,
appliances included. Can comfort~bly accommodate 4 students. Excellent condition.
Assumable mortgage. Call 876-2590 or 2829191 for info.
·
Nonsmoking female, 2 bed/2 bath, wash/dry,
spacious, Oxford Sq:, cs, $280 + 1/2 utilities.
, Call 332~0733
Two bedroom two bath condo in Tuskawilla
$290 plus one half utilities non smoker no pets
call John 366-2273 ·

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
From the company that's made 15 of 24 Super
Bowl rings. Jostens! There is a difference;
look for it! It's Academic in the University
Shoppes

NEED A RESUME? Call Resume House at
(904) 371-6769
YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
From the company that offers easy time payment plans. Jostens! There is a difference;
look for itl It's Academic in the Universify
Shoppes
EVERY FRIDAY IS JOSTENS RING DAY AT
IT'S ACADEMIC

YOl.}R UCF COLLEGE RING
Make it unique, make it yours, make·itJostens!
There is a difference; look for it! It's Academic
in the University Shoppes
HENRY BRIGGS ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AWARD, 3.0 GPA required. For application, send name and address to: Henry
-Briggs Award, Suite 117, 2673 Broadway,
New York, NY 10025

TAXES-I come to you. 327-9253 Ask for
Glenn, evenings ahd~eekends

Two M!F NS to share 3br/2b house 2 min from
UCF. Wash/Dryer cable $250+ 1/3 util Call
Russ 249-1198
1989 Ford Probe GT - loaded, then modified by
HKS, 275+HP, cockpit controlled turbo boost,
16" alloys, always garaged , ABS, power everything! Corvette eater! Moving, MUST
SELL!!! Call 407-896-3016

Mr. Fernandez will tell you everything you
always wanted to know about majoring in
industrial engineering but were afraid to ask!
Call him for info at 823-2204

WP.EDITING: $1.25 & UP. 366-0538
WORDMASTERS 2n-9600

~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Have a great Easter weekend. Get off your
rears and participate in Greek Week. SAVE
CANS! Next Sat. IT will come out of the
swamp! Rat was on the injured list. DARKMAN is ready !

Language tutoring 380-0961 Discount for
students with ID Professional Language Institute

Find out the real story of government involveRealistic Stereo Equalizer 10-band excellent
ment in many recent atrocities such as the · condition $35 268-4649
Iran Contra affair in the document movie
"Cover Up" today in the Wild Pizza. 4pm
10 gal fish tank, hood, gravel, power filter,
Students for a Rationai Society
heater 380-2026 Ext 3322

FIJI
FINS needed ASAP. Quiet, mature and no
All you FIJl's out there save those cans for
pets. $225 + 1/3 util. 281-4251
Greek Week. Congrats to Brad our new
historian. Hey Kil, the pool and practice was · · M/F Roommate Wanted for 2bd/2ba Duplex
great, loads of funl P{ledges keep up the
2mi!es from UCF $200+1/2 utilities Call 381gradesl
0809
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Party at the Sig-Ep house Fri night be there!
Sig-Ep softball-awesome I Get ready to kick
some Pike ass on Monday! Pledge dinner
after game for brothers and any girls who can
get away from the AXA's. Hammer says "I
don't want to be 0-2" so give him 110% for
Greek Week. Pledges, work on your sigs!
NOW! Everyone study & have a Happy
Easter. Cya, 13-42.

Lost black leather jacket. Left in HPB 306
Sunday 3/16 658-1948 Eric

Apt setters Flex. Hrs. Top$$ 382-2259

For Rent-Avbl IMMEDIATELVII Clean I 2 very
lg bd/2ba laundry facil; can walk to UCF I 3805096
.

_Yo Yo Yo Angels & Arniesl RU ready for
NATCON '91- the Region D Rappers are.
Better watch out Texas, DJ Jas & the Fresh
Angels
areon
our
way!
CCCCCCCCCCCCCC-YYYAAAAAAAlllll! !

Alpha Delta Pi
Congratulations Rho-Chi 's. Lisa great job
with Miss UCF and BMOC. -Thanks everyone
for a successful rush workshop. Get psyched
for Greek Week '91 . Our Diamond Pledges
are ESP!lll
Phi Delta Theta
Con_gratulations to all new officers and xspcl
thanx to all the old office holders. May we
improve on the fine work you did. Get psyched: The week to end all weeks is upon us.
PTP!I

*Sherwood Forest*
312 and 212 available for immediate
occupancy. Call OMV Properties inc. 6571967

1 or 2 M to share 2bd/2ba in Cambriage Circle
$200+util. 365-1718/Steve

Student documents and resumes. Same
day service available. IBM/AT, Word
Perfect 5.0
·
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

Female roommate needed 10 min from UCF
$275/mo-furn & util included!!! 381-5387

AMERICA
NEEDS
INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEER to improve quality of products &
· services, expand manufacturing capabilities
and increase productivity of our workforce.
THE DE PT OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
offers'BS, MS & PhD degrees in IE. Call/Visit
Mr. Fernandez at 823-2204 for more info.

I)

Fast* Protesslonal *Accurate
NS/Female to share 2br/2bath condo fl:Jlly
furnished no pets $275 + 1/2 elect & phone
366-3615 Andrea

Home Typist, PC users needed.
$35,000 potential. Details.
(1) 805-96.2-8000 E
__
xt_.B_-4_6_2_8_ _ __

Sussex Place
Need 2nd and 3rd roommate in 3 bdrm
townhome. Unlimited use of pool + hot tub +
washer/dryer. $275/month includes util. Call
Doug 275-9066

RPS needed PfT 1ckage handlers from 26AM $7 per hour ,all 297-3715

Chancellors Row-3m1 from UCF 2 private
roorris·available to neat, responsible students
in 3bed/2-1/2bath apt. $235+1/3 util 2776623
Share furnished apartment across from UCF
$180/mo + 1/2 util Call 382-4892

Get involved in the U.S. Space Program:
Looking for healthy male or female subjects to
participate in space-related muscle research.
The study· requires walking with crutches for
16 consecutive days. We are looking for
recreationally active people - not extremely
trained or unfit. $400 compensation. Contact
Mary Lasley of Jill Polet at the Kennedy Space
Center (407)867-3940 betw~en 8:00am and
4:30 pm, Monday thru Friday.

TYPING/Word Proc. by 15yr. legal
sect. $1.00/pg. 366-4045
·Prof. Typing & Resumes $1 page 365-8890
Call after 5:30 or leave message on recorder
Reasonable and fast typing service.
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs

Call

THE WRITE STUFF
Professional Typing Papers, Graphs, charts,
resumes, very reasonable rates, 297-3545
Complete Typing/W P Services FAST AES
2431Aloma#226671-4414

Bobbie, if you ever want to go out with me
again, meet me, 9pm,@ the Wild Pizza for
Monty Python's Meaning of Life. If you value
your life and your anatomy, you'll show!
Bunnie·
Confidential to Sassy,
The Sisters of no Mercy, being of twisted
minds and fantastic bodies, vow to maintain
the secrecy of your true identity. So, Troy,
never fear and_keep up the optochin therapy.
Happy Easter from Shamrock Beverage
We have a full selection of liquor, beer, wine &
mixers. Low prices and located across from
UCF. Stop by.
. II
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Here's a cure for the summertime blues!!!
Work at the Central Florida ·Future

If you are planning on taking summer
classes, earn bags of money at the
campus paper.
\

.

.

Please call Jennifer Offenburger, managing editor, at 823-6391.'
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Track team shows improvement in FSU Relays
__.

by Gregory Eyma
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE'

Fielding a very small men's contingent in its first meet since the rainedout Edward Waters Invitational on
March 2, the UCF track and field team
made their presence felt at the FSU
Relays on Friday.
_
UCF competed against such strong
teams as Florida State, Miami, Tennessee State, Louisiana State University .and others. The Knights· showed a
great deal of improvement from their
previous performances despite a difficult
year during which membership suffered
and several meets were canceled.
"Overall, I was very ~ suprised and
very pleased by everyone's performances," Coach Francisco Castro said. "There
was great improvement. All of the hard
work has begun to pay off. Now, I want
to see what happens at Gainesville
· [University of Florida Relays; March
27]."
Scrambling to salvage a sprint relay
team after the loss of key runners Ray
Irvin and Shawn Jefferson of the UCF
football team (Irvin plans to return for
the next meets), Castro replaced them
with Greg Hudek and Robin Holmes.
In the 4 x 100-meter relay, Holmes
had a slow start, allowing a sizable gap
to open between himself and the ·rest of
the field. Struggling to make up for lost
time, Holmes made a smooth .pass to
Drumeco 'Lauriston, who quickly caught
and passed two teams on the long
backstretch.

.

Fournier said speed and pace work
LSU's second man fumbled the stick- hurdle, I might have gone way under
in
corning
practice sessions should propass and fell as Lauriston handed off to 15 seconds - possibly a 14.5. With all
UCF wide receiver Steve Jones. Jones that happened, the time was still good." duce fast times in later meets.
UCFs final event was the long jump.
Still searching for fast times, UCF
held the UCF position around the final
bend before anchorman Hudek took the freshman Joe D'Abate and senior An- In the preliminaries, Fosso and Laurisbaton and hustled to a team time of gelo Bonarrigo ran times of 16:45 and ton qualified in the top eight for the
#.1 seconds, just enough to grab a place 16:48, respectively, in the 5,000-meter finals with jumps of 22-feet-1-inch and
in the finals, from which the Knights run. The two held a 5:03 mile pace for 22-11, respectively.
· University of Tennessee's jumper
withdrew. The same lineup also quali- about two miles before breaking off.
"I ran OK," Bonarrigo said. "Except took the lead early with a 22-foot jump.
fied for the 4 x 200rn relay later that
the last.mile, I ran· out of steam. I need Lauriston began poorly with a 21-7
day.
jump. Troubled by injuries from his fall
For UCF hurdler-jumper Jan Fosso, to work on endurance."
"It was good for conditioning," Da- in the hurdles as well as problems with
what might have seemed to be a day of
bate said of his his approach, Fosso fouled on two of his
dismal
failure
performance. "I jumps and planted badly on one, falling
turned out to be a ·
surprising glimpse ~===========~ would have liked to back to seventh place.
have gone a bit · However, on one of the fouls, which
at his great poten1
'There was great
faster but it was he missed by less than an inch, Fosso
tial in upcoming
produced what might have been a UCF
hot out there·."
meets.
improvemtent. All of the
In the third record of 23-8. On his second attempt,
In his heatofthe
., hard work has begun to
heat of the 1,500- Lauriston exploded With a 23- 7. Ten110-meter hurdles,
meter run, UCF nessee's man maintained his position
Fosso "caught a
pay off."
distance runner with a 23-foot jump, and Lauriston reflyer" as he bolted
Pete Fournier, a sponded with a UCF record 23-8 on his
out of the blocks
put on a final attempt, taking the lead.
freshman,
directly into the
- Fransisco Castro
But on the Tennessee jumper's last
suprising perforlead. He was solid
UCF track coach
mance against a jump, he went all out and burst into a
in his position un24-0 jump to seize the victory.
til 'his trail-leg ·
fa~t field.
"I took off about two inches from the
"That was the
caught on the seventh hurdle. Losing momentum, Fosso first -time I've ever run the mile that board", Lauriston said of his last jump.
'over-compensated as he felt the field way," Fournier said. "I sectioned off the "That means I lost a foot from the disbegin to press. Lunging for the finish, race, thinking lap-by-lap instead of just tance. That jump could have been alhe fell and slid several feet before his as a continuous run. I shot for quarter- most 25 feet. I'm looking foward to the
chest crossed the finish line in fourth rnile splits of 64-67 seconds and that's next meet to see what I can do."
"As long as we keep going to quality
place with a time of15.4 seconds. Fosso . what I got."
Coming.into the final 200-meters, he competitions, tb.e times and perforarose slightly dazed, bruised and
strangely satisfied.
·
put on a tremendous finishing kick to mances will get better," Dabate said.
"My personal record is 15.2 seconds,"· take third plaGe in 4:12.2, missing the "Also, meets like this do a lot for team
togetherness and morale."
Fosso said. "If I had not caught that UCF record by four seconds.

GOLF ,

COVINGTON

. FROM PAGE 16

FROM PAGE 16

"He ran one of the fastest
times for corners in the
workout," Thunder defensive
coordinator Dan Daniel said.
"He'll make some [big] plays in
this league."
Covington currently is listed
at second string comerback by
Orlando and played on special
teams in the Thunder's
inauguralgameagainsttbeSan
Antonio Riders. The Thunder
defeated the Riders 35-34 in an
action-packed game that was
decided in the final seconds.
when San Antonio's Teddy
Garcia missed an extra point
that would have forced overtime.
'Tonight you saw some ofthe
excitement that this league will
bring," said Covington, who had
supportfr.om family and friends
in attendance at the Citrus
Bowl. "This league is going-to
last also because it is backed by
the NFL."
Covington expressed his good
fortune when asked what he
wouldbedoingifthe WLAFhad
not come alo~g.
"I'd probably be making use
of my degree by working
Charles Morrow1G£NTRAL FLORIDA FuTUnE
somewhere. When I think of
that, 1 just thank God 1 made BELL-WEATHEA NIGHT
the most of the opporbµrity to Former Gator quarterback Kerwin Bell led the Thunder to a 35-34
play with the Thunder."
victory in their opening game.

schools.
"It's been a pretty steady
improvement for the team,"
Strom-Olsen said "It seems like
we've been playing better.
That's what we want - to play
well going into regionals and
national finals. Last year, we
peaked too early."
Strom-Olsen said he felt the
team is on 'the right track for
this time of the season but
added that more consistency is
needed from the fourth and fifth Strom-Olsen wins for the 2nd
players.
·time in 3 tournaments.

-
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Confetti

eyery Thursday in
-The Central Florida Future
fl

INSTRUMENTAL PIANO MUSIC
BY

Sharon A .. Marman
2858 CHAPELWOOD CT.
OVIEDO, FL 32765

(407) 366-1150

0

At22yearsold,Covingtonl~~~~~~~~~~~~_!__~~~~-=-:--;--~~~-~~;;;;;;;~~~~~~~~~~~~~;;;;;;;;~i

has a lot offootball ahead ofhim
but has plans afterThunderball.
"When I'm done with football
I'd like to work in business
consultation or maybe return to
school for my master's degree."
Notes: Covington is not the
only UCF player to play in the
WLAF. Cornerback Corris
. Ervin plays for the Montieal
Monarchs, and Teddy Wilson
plays for the Birmingham Fire. Also, Winter Park's Elroy Harris
plays fortheMontrealMachine.
UCFfans will remember Harris
for when he played for Eastern
Kentu~ky. Harris had some big
games for the Colonels against
the Knights.

0

80,000 PEOPLE GAVE . · .
SOMRHING TO THE IRS THIS YEAR.
AND THEY CAN'T WAIT

·. Till NEXT YEAR TO GM AGAIN.
What they gave wasn't money.
It was time.
They volunteered their skills to people who needed help doing
the)r taxes. And it made them feel great.
They weren't necessarily accountants. They were people, like you
and your club or group members, who have a basic aptitude for math
and a desire to help others .
You know, you can make someone's taX. season less taxing.
And you'll be amazed by the return you'll get from helping people
with what taxes them.
To find out about the free IRS training program that will teach you
and your organization the ins
~ ~
and outs of preparing taxes,
A Public Service of l
~'!::,ai:e
1
call 1-800-4 24-1040 now.
This Publication & ~
Service

ON DEAN Ro'.w,
}UST NORTH OF
COWNIAL

(IIlGHWAY 50)

· ASK ABOUT OUR
C-ONSTRUCTION SPE.CIALS

0

LARGE NEW
1, 2, AND 3
BEDROOM
·APARTMENTS
•
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BasebaH Standings
Conference

w
3
2

UCF
SW Louisiana
New Orleans
UTPA
Louisiana Tech
Arkansas State
Lamar

•

2

0
0

L
0

Overall

w

2

Pct
1.000
.667
.667
.333

23

15

2

.333

13

13

3

.000

7

12

10

1~

1

1

0

26
19

L
9
9

14

11

Pct
.743
.679
.560
.605
.500
.368
.400

100-meter-1. Sanders (LSU) 10.44 seconds;
2. Walker (Tenn) 10.47; 3. Fuller (FSU) 10.76. 200meter- 1. Arnold (Millersville) 22.28; 2. Adams (W.
Michigan) 22.35; 3. Brown (W. Kentucky) 22.38. 400meter- 1. Walker (Tenn) 47.44; 2. W1ll1ams (Open)
48.44; 3. Lacey (Tenn) 49.14. 800-meter-1. Hampton (FSU) 1:51.2. 2. Legros (W. Michigan) 1:52.9. 3.
Wilson (Albany State College) 1:53.0. 110-meter
hurdles-1. Dixon (FCCJ) 13.94;2. Thomas (Tenn)
14.14;3. Englert (Tenn) 14.21. 4 x200-meter relay1. (FSU) 1:26.01/2. (W. Michigan) 1:26.83;3. (Akron)
1:28.58.

A ~river and putter ahead
There should be little doubt that UCF will be the golf

learn to beat in the conference. Through March 17, UC F's five
go Hers rank amqng the top seven, including the top three spots,
in stroke average-. Hans Strom-Olsen leads with a 72.18
average and is followed by Malcolm· Joseph (72.27) and
Andrew Rice (73.73). Paul Bastien (74.54) and Jon Cowgill
(74.73) hold down the sixth and seventh spots, respectively.

1PMMM'
100-meter - 1. T aplln (LS U) 11.54; 2. Covington (FSU) 11.83; 3. Lyons (FSU) 11.91. 100-meter
hurdles -1 . Bowles (LSU) 13.41; 2. Duprey (LSU)
13.47; 3. Williams (Miami) 14.63. 4 x200-meterrelay
- 1. (LSU) 1:34.83; 2. (FSU) 1:36.02; 3. (Akron)
1:47.10. High jump - 1. Kelly (FSU) 6-feet; 2. Hill
(Miami) 5-7 314; 3. Flynn (LSU) 5- 314.

Doing it all

Wagner
UCF

001000000-1 33
21510000x-9165

UCF 6, Wright St. 5
Wright St.
UCF

•

-

If pitching wins championships, UCF is in good shape.
Through 25 games, the Knights lead the conference with a

AT MONTGOMERY, ALA.
SUNDAY'S RESULTS

Monday's results

•

Winning the arms _race
Southeastern Invitational

Esposito (0-1), Reiswig (3), Croce (5), Bolognese (8) and Randazzo. Law (5·1), Tippen (6),
Grande (8), Fischer (9) and Torino, Peters (7). Hitters '
-Wagner: Curatolo 2-3 UCF: Lynch 1-3, Josephina
4-5, RBI, R, Ernest Martinez 3-4, RBI, R, Mottola 2-3,
RBI, Antonini 2-2, RBI. R, Castaldo 2-3, 2 RBI, 2B.

•

regular third baseman. He also is the bullpen stopper. He is 32 with two saves and a 1.35 ERA- second in the conference .

Anderson, Murphy (9), and Thompson. Barks,
Manning (2·1) (7), and Torino, Peters (7). HittersWright: Bassler 2-5, Garrigan 3-5, 3 RBI. UCF: Lynch
2-5, RBI, Josephina 1-4, 2B, 2 RBI, Mottola 2-4, 2 RBI,
28, Antonini 2-4, 2B, R, Castaldo 2-4, R, 2B.

UCF 9, Wagner 1
•

oioo10201-5141
010011003-6111

3.31 team ERA Texas-Pan 'American is· second with a 3.67
ERA. They are the only two teams in the conference with team
ERAs under 4.00.

Final champions:
Women's:
Team Green (lambda Chi).
Mens:
A-League - Coaches Boys (John Harris
·
player/coach).
B-L.eague - Quicksilver.

,

All-A League

First Team
Ron Johnson
Mike Wallen
Brian Parker
Jimmy Roberts
Bob Blackwood
Tournament MVP -

Second Team
'Eric Jones
Byron Fedler
Ted Coltrain
David Rhodes
· Sam Alexander
Jimmy Roberts

_

Lamar's Doug Printy does double duty forthe Cardinals.
In the week of March 18, Printy raised 44 points to .308 as the

•
Monday's results

15

Team - 1. UCF, 842; 2. Alabama, 861; 3.
Mississippi State, 862; 4T. Florida Stal!', 863; 4T.
Tennessee, 863; 6. Georgia Southern, 864; 7. Alabama B, 874; 8. Auburn, 875; 9. Stetson, 881; 10.
Wisconsin, 886.
Individuals - 1. Hana Strom-Olsen, UCF, 6571-69-205; 2T. Bo Fennell, Georgia Southern, 7070.68- 208; 2T. Mike Sposa, Tennessee, 6,9-70-69
- 208; 4. Andrew Rice, UCF, 68-89-72 - 209; 5.
. Dan Spybey, Alabama, 69-71-72 - 212; ST. Jimmy
Green, Auburn, 71-69-72 - 212; 7. Malcolm Joseph, UCF, 70-71-72 - 213; 8. Marten Olander,
Alabama B, 74-70-70 - 214; BT. Wan Whatley,
Misiss1ppl State, 71-71-72 - 214; 10. Bobby Cochran, FSU, 71-70.74 - 215; 10T. Christian W1ll1ams, FSU, 74-72-69-215.

Doing it all - the sequel
Although not as experienced as Printy, UCF's Chad
Mottola got a taste of double duty. He pitched two-thirds of an
inning in UCF's 19-5 victory over Arkansas State.

Fooorree ... hundred
Eric Martinez (.444), Brett Qarker (.412) and Ernest
Martinez(.400) led UCFduringthe Dr. PepperClassic,·asthe
Knights raised their team batting average to over .300

·

•
compiled by Roy Fuoco

• FLOCK
FROM PAGE 16

•

•
•
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be the San Francisco 49ers, just
as nobody expected the Magic
to be the Boston Celtics.
If His Showmanship Patrick
the First had been right, nobody
would have shown up at the
Citrus Bowl on Monday night.
Instead, nearly 22,000 people
(more than UCF drew in all but
one of its 1990 home. games)
watched Kerwin Bell and his
Gang in Glaring Green ring up

269 yards passing, five touchdowns and 20 incompletions.
Many of those fans were
drawn a way from Williams'
precious pin-striped NBA team.
The cable replay of the MagicGolden State game showed
enough empty seats in the upper
bowl of the 0-rena to place the
actual attendance below 14,900.
Williams is now rumored to be
hidirig in a Quonset hut in
eastern Bithlo~
Attention National League:
Orlando ~s hungry.

~~~~~~-=-~~~--=-~~~~

.

~~-=-0,__~~~~-

See News Happening'?
Call
UCF-NEWS
(That's 823-6397)

BASEBALL
Ernest Martinez's 'l'exasLeaguerto right field and scored
on Chad Mottola's shot into left
field.
Ernest then scored on Kiki
Antonini's drive to center field
to make the score 2-0.
The Knights' startingpitcher,
Chris Law, allowed only four
Seahawk base runners in five
innings of pitching.
Kevin Tippe_tt pitched in
relief for two innings and
.allowed only one hit with two
strikeouts.
Todd Grande also pitched an
inning without allowing a hit.
.David Fischer also gained an
inning of relief, pitching in the
ninth. He allowed no hits and

•

•

•

TTI, INC. is the nation's largest and fastest
· growing distribu~or of passive electronic
components.
Because of extroidinary growth, the company has developed a 12-month sales
training program to prepare qualified
individuals through a combination of classroom and .on ~l)e job traini.p.g.
Representatives from TTI will be on campus
April 15 to interview May graduates who are interested in a sales position in the
Orlando office.
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RIDING$15ANHOUR
$3 OFF WITH COUPON ON
WEEKENDS
$10 OFF 1/2 DAY RIDE
$5 OFF WEEKDA vs

FL YING UNICORN RANCH
"Horseback Riding At It's Best"
Horses By The Hour • Moonlight Rides • Ponies For Parties
Hay Rides & Cookouts• Lots Of Trails & Open Spaces
Please Call For Reservations
3550 W. S.R. 46
STEVE CHARRON

Sanford, FL 32771
- - - - --~-· - -

- =~ .... , ~ . -- -

c~~:ET
EXCHANGE

I

(407) 322-5501

I
I
I
I
I

I

I

- -- -- · -· - - -- ··-- -1

All Sizes &Styles Aroilahle HRs. 11a~-11pm

649-6484

7DAYS

,

-I

Please contact The Career Resource Center for more
information about TTI and also to view the video, "Careers in Electronics Distribution." If you have questions about the company, please call Sharon Carrell,
Director of Human Resources at 817-831-8300.

TTI, INC. 4033 E. BELKNAP, FT. WORTH, TEXAS 76111

•

went 5-for-9 to lift his teamwalked two.
'We got everyone a chance to leading batting average back
play and that's what we wanted over .400 to .411.
The Knights play Texas-Pan
to do," Bergman said.
·
Bergman allowed other American in their · second
conferep.ce series this weekend.
players a chance to play, too.
Eric Golden, the Knights' UCF; who already has
backup secon~ baseman, got a established a 3-0 conference
chance to play fiye innings and record, will be traveling to Texas
had three assists and two for the series.
"If you take two out of three
putouts. At the plate, Golden
went O-for-2 with one strikeout: games on the road yoµ're doing
Carlos ':Mendoza also got a very well," Bergman said. "But
chance to -play. The Knights' we're going to go in hoping to
second-string short stop went sweep.
Baseball Notes: Although
1-for-2 with a double and a walk.
Kelly Brown, a platooning he has been to the plate just
left-fielder, was another of the five times, Dan Peters has
players who came in in the made the most of his
fourth inning. He w~nt 1-for-2 opportunities. A reserve
at the plate and played a solid catcher, Peters has four hits
and an RBI which gives him
left field.
In the two games, Josephina an .800 batting average.

FROM PAGE 16 /
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Strom-Olsen takes UCF golf to 1st place
by Roy Fuoco
SPORTS EDITOR

Since the UCF men's golf team resumed play, it
has hovered around second or third place but has
fallen shy of the top spot. That frustration ended last
weekend.
Hans Strom-Olsen.won for the second time in three
tournaments to lead UCF to the team title in the
Southeastern Intercollegiate Invitational in Mont·
gomery, Ala
The Knights led throughout the three-day tournament as they swept past the competition with three
golfers in the top 10. They shot a 22-und~r-par .842 to
· finish 19 strokes ahead of the University of Alabama.
Strom-Olsen has been among the leaders of three
of the past four tournaments in which h~ has played
and said the experience has helped him .
"I've been very relaxed," Strom-Olsen said. "In Mi~mi [where he was leading after two rounds], I guess

you could say I choked. There was no. reason for me to round ofpar-72.
"I played pretty well," Strom-Olsen said. "I quite
shoot 79. After that, I got a little motivated to finish
the way everythmg went my way. I got off to
enjoyed
it. I've been more relaxed; I haven't been getting nera very good start with a 65, and I led all the way."
vous."
Georgia Southern's Bo Fennell, tied for second afAndrew Rice, who battled with Strom-Olsen for
the lead throughout the tQurnament, finished in fourth ter two rounds, made a run at Strom-Olsen but fell
place, four strokes behind the leader. He shot a 7- short. He shot a 68 and finished three strokes out.
UCF controlled the team competition as well. In
ilnder-par 209.
Malcolm Joseph, who finished third in the Budget the.opening round, the Knights shot a 10-under-par
Classic, shot 213 for the three rounds and finished in , 278 to take a nine-stroke lead over Mississippi State.
Florida State and Alabama were 10 strokes back.
seventh place.
"Driving up, we looked at the teams, and we knew
Strom-Olsen shot a 7-under- par 65 in the opening
round and-vaulted to a three-stroke lead over Rice. were .the best team in the tournament," Strom-Olsen
Although he shot a 71 in the second round, he main- said. ·
The Knights never looked back. They maintained
tained .a one-shot lead over Rice.
· - "I expected to play well," Strom-Oisen said. "I played a nine-·stroke lead over Alabama, which moved into
a practice round and felt I could play under par. But second place after two rounds. In the final round,
UCF shot 283 and kept moving away from the other
no way did I think I could shoot 65."
In the final round, Strom-Olsen shot ~ 69 and
·see GOLF page 14
pulled away from the field. Rice could only manage a

Sorry Patrick,
fans,will flock
to .baseball

Errors, Wagner
can't -stop UCF ·
as Knights roll

-

Josephina wraps 2-out; 2-run double
to lift UCF to victory over Wright St.

'

'

.

',

by D. Scott Hoilman
The sports fans ofOrlando made their
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUT~RE
pit.eh for major-leagile baseball Monday
night - and Tinker Field waim't even
open.
The UCF baseball team overcame five errors to
The now-established o ·rlando Magic
defeat Wagner College, 9-1, Monday night at the UCF
.o f the well-established Nation.al
Baseball Complex.
Basketball Association scoredyetanother
''We made five errors· tonight," UCF Coach Jay
advertised selloutofl5,077. No surprise
Bergman said. ''They were alljl.lst concentration errors,
there. :ijowever, the new, decidedly
they w~ren't physical errors, so much."
unestablished Orlando Thunder of the
UCFfollowed Monday's gam~ with a 6~5 victory over
also-new World League of American
Wright State on Tuesday. Mike Josephina slapped a
Football put 21,714 fannies on the
two-run double just inside the foul line in the bottom of
uncomfortable benches of the Florida
the ninth inning to lift the Knights to victory.
Citrus Bowl.
David Manning (2-1) picked up the victory_as UCF
Although team officials had hoped for
raised its record to 26-9. Chad Mottola also swung a big
25,000, the fact that thefledglingfootball
batasheslammedhisseventhhomerunoftheyearand
team could pull more than 20,000 on a
drove in two runs.
Against Wagner, UCF did not have to provide the
night when: 1) the Magic had a televised
home game, and 2) the Academy Awards
same dramatics to record the victory.
were pulling down a 75 Nielsen share
The Knights started the scoring in the bottom of the
(that's all the televisions on in the nation
first inning when left fielder, Josephina, reached first
Monday night), . is either a miracle or
base on a drag bunt.
good marketing.
Josephina then stole second, advanced to-third on
Jim Ferguson/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
One of the copious .admission deals UCF Coach Jay Berman and Brian Huie (37) congratulate Mike
offer.e~ by both local businesses and . Josephina after his game-winning double against Wright State .
see BASEBALL page 15
. Orlando's knights-in-hideol.!_s-greenarmor was admission for a ticket or stub
from a Florida sports event held Monday
plus a penny. Many fans said they got in
on their Magic tickets. (This reporter got
Ex-UCF cornerback finds
in on a friend's Chicago White Sox spring
training ticket stub.)
.
new football life in WLAF
What does this mean for the. local
baseball .expansion effort?
by Glenn carrasquillo .
Nearly .37,000 people attended .two
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
totally djfferentsporting events on one of
the biggest TV nights of the year. That
The cliche "just happy to b'e here" .
tells the -National League expansion
was never more appropriate. When
committee that Orlando is hungry for
spoken by Brian Covington, who'plays
big-time sports, despite a statement by
·- cornerback for the Orlando Thunder
Orlando Magic/SunRays boss Pat
of the World League of American
Williams that the Thunder is proof that
F-ootball, ·you knew the words were
the city is willing to settle for anything;
heartfelt and carite from an athlete
even a minor league football team.
who had been waiting for his chance.
And certainly the WI.AF is a minor
"I was hoping for chanc·e to play
league, despite the fact that it is being .
football again and the Thunder have
heavily promoted by the National
given me that chance," Covington said.
Football League. At times Monday the
Covington hadn't played football
play was rough and unpolished. Plus,
sirice the 1988 season, when he played
the Sacramento Surge/Raleigh-Durham
at UCF. Before his junior year he lost
Skyhawks game Saturday proved too
Charles Morrow1CENTRAi.. FLORluA FUTURt:
the starting job at comerback, which
much poor play leads to mediocrity(Surge
resulted in a difference of opinion Former UCF cornerback Brian Covington, who last played for UCF in 1988, is
9, Skyhawks 3). Also, somehow the San
with the UCF coaches. Consequently, second string cornerback and a special teams player for the Thunder.
Antonio Riders' management managed
Covington left the football team and
to get the Lone Star flag backward on the
team logo.
·
decided to concentrate on his studies worked out every day and waited for an When he heard about the WLAF, he
opportunity to 'play football."
atUCF.
However, nobody is expecting the
tried out and was drafted by Orlarido
Covington's diligence ' paid off as he in the ninth round.
"When I left the team I decided tO
Thunder (or any of the WLAF teams) to
· concentrate on getting my degree,,, earned his degree in business
CoVington said. "I kept in shape and administration from UCF last year.
see COVINGTON page 14
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Lightning strikes for Th.-.-nders' CoVi_
n gton
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see FLOCK page 15
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·eon the wild side
of ·New York
City
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Rickie Bell of the popular trio
Bell Biv Devoe (left), Johnny
Gill (middle) and Keith
Sweat (right) performed to a
nearly sold-out Orlando
Arena. The "super jam" was
filled with enthusiastic and
energetic performances by
all three acts.

•

Photos by: Jim Ferguson

'Super Jam' strikes an enthusiastic chord

.
0

by Sabrina Covington

ne is satisfying, two are
sweet, but three major acts
gracing the ~tage in one·
.
night is a charm. Johnny
Gill, Keith Sweat and Bell Biv DeVoe
were all headliners of the show March
15 at the Orlando Arena. ·
The con,_cert cilmost drew a sold-out ,
audience. The audience was pretty
much mixed with all races and gender. The show :would have been a
pretty ertjoyable·experience had it not
been for some rude $5~an-hbur, yel'low-shirt flunkies who call themselves
the event staff.
The problems started with us not
getting Uie proper credentials and
tickets for seats. We finally got through
the door after talking to ·the. road
manager.

But we were stopped a few seconds neath the stairs on a smoke-filled
later by a yellow-shirt flunky' who was stage. Gill is knowri for his strongtenor
standing directly across from me when voice and energetic performances and
we were talking to the road manager. this performance was no exception.
Little did we know. this was just the
On stage helping Johnny Gill pump
beginning of an unc.omfortable game it up were two rpale dancers and a live
of ~usical chairs that was induced by band. Gill also gave an extended ver.the flunkies. When we finally got situ- sion of his hit "My My My." While perated and calmed down we enjoyed a forming this song. Gill threw roses out
great show.
· to the audience and went back in time
The mysterious special guest turned and did mini renditions of Marvin
out to be Ricky Harris. a bold comic Gaye's 'What's going on" and Teddy
with whom you would not want to Pendergrass' "Love TKO."
tangle. The comic opened the show
Keith Sweat was next on stage with a
and performed in between acts. He live band and four female and two male
also picked people out of the audience dancers. Keith Sweat gave an intense
to perform their special talent on stage. performance. despite hav1ng a broken
The coffiic was so excited by one foot. A broken foot could not stop the
woman's version of En Vogue's "Hold Sweat from dancing and doing a couple
On" that he strip down to his BVDs.
of unmentionable things to the floor.
Johnny Gill made a memorable
The climax of Sweat's performance
entrance by emerging from under~ · was during the hit song "I will never

do anything to hurt you, .. when he
picked a young lady from the audience
and sat her at a candle lit table complete with chilled champagne and
dinner served by a waiter on stage. A
, close second woµld be the performance
during "meny-go-round," which had
dancing cloW11s with balloons.
Bell Biv Devoe finished the concert
with the hypist shoWll1anship. The stage
had the feel of an inner city park and
was complete with twd basketball hoops.
The stage came·to life with a live band
and a quick-handed DJ and topped off
with four female dancers. BBD used
special lighting effects, whichreallymade ·
for a hype performance, at the cue of the
music. The climax of the production was
an extended version of "When Will ,I See
You Smile Again" sung by Ricky Bell.
The lighting effects added that special
touch to the song while on stage.

.
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Madonna dazzles Academy
e Billboard Magazine

Twin Peaks' makes return to ABC's Thursday night lineup
ii:s- And the winner is ..•.
... Madonna, for best performance at this
year's Academy Awards ceremony. Her mock
portrayal of Marilyn Monroe was in excellent'
taste and striking similarity. And I ask you.
could she have been in better·
vocal form?
As for the.other winners.-!.."
It was . no S1Jrprise that
"Dances With Wolves" won
best picture or best_director,
but I still· think "Goodfellas"
should have one in both these
categories.
And a big congratulations
to whoopi Goldberg for being
the firs~ black woman to receive two Academy Awards.
The hip hairdo of the Awards goes to Miss
Jessica Tandy for her close-cropped style. Way
to go MissJ .. you are.way ahead of your time.

ii:s- A Cherry Return
"Twin Peaks" will return to ABC tonight at 9
p.m. with a plan to get new viewers.involved in
the show. \V;ord is that the program will cany
a synopsis of the season-to;-date plotline for
those who ·have J:nissed a
couple of episodes. Good luck ·
DaVid Lynch and company. ·
we're behind ya'.
Prejudice Vol. Il
George Michael is set
to release the follow-up to his
somewhat successful LP.:
~

Listen Without Prejudi.ce, VoL
I. The aptly tided Listen
Without. Prejudice Vol. II

promises to be filled with
more of what George's fan club has come to
expect - dance music. and plenty of it. Vol. II
is set for a late summer release:

ii:s-Batman 2
ii:s- Kim Bay-singer
According to Premiere Magazine, the first
Word is the "Batman" actress and belle of
actor Ale~ Baldwin is getting ready to release draft of a scrip~ for "Batman 2" has just been
an album on the Giant Records label. One completed. In this second installment, don't
can only guess what she will sound lik~. Please look for Vicki Vale 0r any of the other characno more throw-away dance-pop.
·
ters that appeared in the first one to show up
for round two. Word in the ifidustry is that
Michael J. Fox is being considered for the role
Q> Loss of Religion
Have you checked out the new release by of Robin. Also, look for The Penguin (Danny
RE.M., OutojTtme?The album is a wonder- DeVito) and The Catwoman (Cher) as the evilful mixture ofvarious musical influences from doers.
KRS-one to mandolin-infused folk. The LP is
one o~ those that you don't get tired of listen- w Studio Terminator
Pr·emiere Magazine also reports that
ing to. And hey, they have a damn good video
for "Losing My Religion ... It is great to know Schwarzenegger's "Terminator 2" cost upwards
there are still some bands making good music. · of $80 million! Where will.it end?

....:..:.....:..~>+>
1. "All The Mall Tha~ I

1. "Wallt On Faith"

.Need"
Whitney Houston
2. "Someday"
Mariah Carey
3. "One More Try"
TimmyT.
4 •."Where Does My Heart
Beat Now"
Celine Dion
5. "Gonna Make You
Sweat"
C&C Music Factory

Mike Reid
2. "If You Want Me To"
Joe Dillie
3. "Brother Jukebox"
Mark Chesm1tt
4. "Loving Blind"
Clint 'Black
5. "Don't Tell Me What
To Do"
Pam Tillis

.................

.:

:

1. "Power Of Love"
Deee-Lite
2. "Jeillousy"
The Adventures of...
3. "I Don't Know Anybody Else"
Black Box
4. "Funk Boutique"
The Cover Girls
5. "Hold You Tight"
Tara Kemp

.

St~ven
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The Replacements .can't replace~ the real thing
Don't Sell or Buy may be prudent advice from Replacements; Dinosaur Jr. makes you 'Puke .a nd Ciy'

•
,,

• Don't Sell or Buy, It's Crap
Artist: The Replacements
Producer: Matt Wailace
Label: Sire/Reprise

hat are the Replacements?
Well, you can't
_ say that they're
stuck on themselves. This album has only fwe songs.
The first song, called "When
It Began, .. sounds like Paul
McCartney-style Beatles music. The singer has a remarkable resemblance to McCartney. ~e music has a very
mellow rhythm and beat. The
song describes when ·a love
affair began. It's very sentimental and reflecting. T h e
second song, "Kissin' In Action" has an electric guitar solo
opening. The vocals still sound
like something from the '60s,
except this song's lyrics are
a little harsher than are Mc:..
Cartney's. The music starts
and stops s·e veral times,
adding a little variety t o the
beat.
Another . song, ·"ought To
Get Love," is just like a-Stones
rhythm. The singer almost'
magically transforms into a
Mick Jagger in the vocals as
the chorus goes "oooohh I
need love." The end of the song
is more blues-oriented, adding
another trademark of the
Stones.
The fourth song, "Satellite,"
moves toward a '?Os-type
sound with an easy listening
yet a good rhythm. ,There'
seems to be nothing new or

W

•

•

even original in this music.
"Heys" keep this song oh so
The last song, "Like a
groovy, with J. cramming lastRolling Pin, .. was written
minute sonic flutter in at the .
by Bob Dylan. The singend. "Flying Cloud" is an
er mimics a Dylan-like
acoustic nightmare come true.
voice -as he sings "How:
Talk about problems, but not
does it feel to be ;:iTone
about yours.
with no -direction of
As far as lyrics go, "I'll see
wrong."
you on the way down" is the
The Replacements seem to
uplifting chorus. Not happy
be replacements of the old '60s
stuff, but the following "How'd
and '70s. If you're really into ..,m!llllilmiliiliiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiat You Pin That One On Me"
the oldies material, perhaps
kicks off this heck a slammin'
this is the alqum for you. while ago. It was an unex- song about nothing much in
However, if you're. looking for pected release that made my particular: "I'll leave the house
something new or contempo- day a little bit brighter. . . when I'm less scared/ Don't
rmy, you might want to listen
Granted, it would be great make me go I'm not prepared!"
to something else.
to .say, "BUY TIIIS ALBUM!" where the chorus is the in.but reviews of it would be struments.
-'Josiah Baker pretty lame to read, and way
Just when you think it's
more subjective than they al- over, guitars seize your ears.
ready are. So, now_that you until they bleed, Murph still
know to buy it, here are the thrashing his drums. For
· reasons why.
simplicity and convenience,
· Liste~ to the first track, here. is a rundown of
"The Wagon," places one in side two.
pop heaven! The guitar drones
"Water.. : Inspirational, like
~ and sloshes the~ solo over a those great Gospel connnervery danceable beat. J. Mas- cials on television, with
cis's great voice remains clear 'beautiful harmonizing.
through this ·merry melody,
"Muck": Easygoing, withan
which begs one to sing along. eerie happiness to it all.
Drugsornot,hewritesgood Funky, shake your: booty jive
lyrics. The pressbook/image "I figure it would be cool
maker says that Mascis writes sometimes, aft-er I ·c ook ev• Green Mind
all the words tb~ night before, eryone I find ... A static fuzz
. Artist: Dinosaur Jr.
but that is more than likely holds ground throughout this
Producer: J. Mascis
lies! lies! lies! Don't believe track. Noticeably, the guitar
·Label: Sire Records
publicists; they aren't. about will go onto its own tangent.
n case you haven't real- to tell you it took the artist "So every time you see me
ized, Dinosaur Jr. was to two years to write the follow- nowI Recite from it/ do you
remember how... it stops to
open fo~ Jane's Addic- up from 89's BUG.
"Puke and Cry" has a remember how everything
tion. For who knows
what reason, Suicidal Ten- danceably discordant rhythm sucks... Or so I think. It seems
dencies got the slot. That's all section. Drums by far domi- to be about religion, but who
right if you want to see a band nate this track, while jangly knows.
"Thumb .. : Oh, I feel so
that has pretty much declined guitars give a.folksy feel to it,
since its great Join the Artny as one would with the invita- beautiful, I fee~ so alive, wood
winds start off this slow
album. The audience was tion to a square dance.
The textured guitar chang- burner of a ready-made clascheated out of hearing one
ing at the start of "Blowing It/ . sic. Sounds to sway your
great band: Dinosaur Jr.
Dinosaur Jr. rose to my I live for that Look" makes body to a purging frenzy! "The
ears with . its cover off the Dinosaur Jr. look so gifted. abuse is all you crave,
Cure's "Just like Heaven." The disparity in Mascis' voice sure ypu know just what is
Coolness happened when the is apparent with whining in store, wait and see if I be~
copy of Gre~ Mind, Dino- toughness. The song picks up have...
Talk about craziness. The
saur Jr:s latest release, ar- with the gwtar solq, so pay
rived at the Confetti offices a close attention while listening. words, the slow drive make for

I

urgency on the listener's part.
It's an exI)erience to dance
with your eyes closed and sail
with the evolving tones of the
guitar, trying to keep step with
the changes. AHH! "Thumb
is ajewel!"
"Green Mind": We were all
adolescents once. This title
track has jumping guitar
building a solid song con-

.-.-.-.-....-.-....-.-.-.-....-.-.
.........................
·.·=····'·

·=·=-=·=·=·=-=·=·=-=·=·=·=·=-=-=~ -

struction that. lends itself to ·
ear submersion.
"Green Mind" is of the superficial frie.nds~ips made
when going with the flow.Lyrics make this an introspective look at the debate if
this person is acceptable for
the clique:" "On the outside is
where they always hide. Come
to my side and I'll introduce
you to/ some of their kind. I
know YO\l always tried. Now
it's your time to take in their
point of view ..... and "It's a call
that's tough to make/ you
could be a big mistake." Indecisions, indecisions. · The
resolution is never stated, but
who cares?
The album Green Mind is
god-head, if ever a supreme
being could perform such an
.act. The changes in tempo
and accents are unlike anything else that has come out
recently. The Melodies are
solid, songs well-structured
and Dinosaur Jr. an incredible twosome.
Skip the acid-house techno-trash and pick up Green
Mind. It i& spiritual, folks.
-Anthony ·T orres
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one helluva good cook.
After four days with tj:iem, I left better than
six pounds heavj.er and ~ave been qoing sitVoila! Enter Rodney DeCrou, a creative ups and running just to get back to normal.
Astoria is an old New York neighborhood
writ.mg major from Vancouver.
buil~s that look like large· upright '
with
So what began as a means to write some ·
dominoes.
Fire escapes form metal Z's along
notes turned into a meeting and reading as we
·
the
sides
of
apartments that sit _atop rows of
invaded the bar car - ·drinking beer, smoking
restaurants,
stationers, pastty shops, delis and
cigarettes, discussing and reciting poems, and
butcher
shops,
where whole lambs hang, ingenerally interrupting other people's gin rumverted,
in
the
window.
my games with this weird c:onversation.
On Thursday night, Tom returned from work
Thursday, March 14: By Wilmington, Del. .
and
we had a lasagna dinner (all the ingrediit was obvious we were getting closer to the
and side dishes being freshly purchased
ents
city. Cyrillic graffiti fills the walls and windows
that
afternoon from the small neighborhood
of a deserted machine shop, even decorating
stores
on the block speci~g in whatever
an abandoned air compressor. Ads for movies
item
was
needed). Then we headed to Gonzales Y
and Broadway shows filled the placards lining
Gonzales
on the-lower side of Manhattan to hear
platforms leading to old red brtck and woodSecond
Step
(see the March 5 issue of The Centrtmmed waiting rooms.
tnil
Florida
Future
for the skinny on the group).
Pulling into Penn Station at about noon, I
After
Josh
and
the
band closed up shop, we
walked overto Broadway and 34th to catch the N
"compailyvan"
and headed doW:n
piled
into
the
train to Astoria, home of Tom Moss and Angela
to
a
small,
hole-in-the-wall
bar.in
Greenwich
Sweeny (a proper Irish couple), my hosts.
Village.
ni·
e
bar
was
operated
_
b
y
a
Romanian
Tom has been one of my best friends for
woman
who
had
some
problems
with
her En-.
more than a decade, a teacher and a writer
glish
but
none
whatsoever
with
her
pouring
with whom I agree, if not politically, at least
ideologically. Angie, his recent bride, is hand. Shots of vodka were washed down with
charming and attractive and, if I might add, beer and, by ·5 a.m., we w~re all well-oiled:

from page 1
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Comedian says family support crucial ~o comics

·D

by Terri Francis

.

;,

army Kinsella, host comedian for the
Certs U.S. College Comedy Competition,
.
surprised me. His last name, which
seemed Italian, turned out to be purely
Irish-Cathollc. His stretchy, seemingly 20-something
frame was actually 32. His hair is prematurely gray
just over the ears.
His resume says he can grow a full beard and
mustache but he chooses not to. He proclaims
himself a "Frisbee expert" evidenced by the physical contortions that are part of his act. And he
might have had a future as a darn fine harmonica player.
He went to college to study graphic design. "I
wanted to be a painter but I thought with a degree
in graphic design, I could make money," he said.
Things did not pan out as he expected. In the fall of
1984, Kinsella performed for the first time on Open
Mike Night at Billy Jack's Cafe of Comedy in Hart.,.
ford, Conn., his hometown.
He moved to New York three years ago. There, he
promptly had his car stolen. On the plus side, Kinsella has performed at the Improvisation and.The
Comic Strip, both top New York comedy clubs.
It takes about 10 years to get anywhere in standup comedy. Six of those are spent finding V{hat's
called "comic voice." Said Kinsella, ~ou have to
fmd out who you are. That takes a long time. I'm
just starting to find that out."
His main influence.is Steve Martin, one of whose·
comedy albums he claims to have memorized in its
entirety. Like Martin, Kinsella has a warm, goofy
sense of humor. He uses_w ords like "lamo." Outside
of his bit about the time h.is car got stolen, his act is
free of complaints about his personal llfe or government.
Said Kinsella, "In my comedy, I 1:Iy to look at
more the way people are and not necessarily [do]
joke-jokes."
.,
Kinsella recognizes how important the ·support
of family is in this line of work. He said, "You've

gotta have someone
backing you up. It's a lot
harder to do this without
that kind of support." He
pointed out Andrew
"Dice" Clay's father as an
example. Clay's father is
said to have nevermissed
a show when his son first
started performing.
When Kinsella is not
on stage, he's studying
ac~. Doing the two sim ultarieously-_
has
helped him to draw a
line between an art and
a craft. Basically, in the
craft of comedy, the comedian has to seek the
response of the audience by doing a joke the
"right" way.
acting, Kinsella
said, "You pelform your _
way and the audience
has to come to you."
He continued, "When
I'm doing a scene and
I'm conneded to the
emotions - to the part
that I'm playing, when
I'm done it doesn't .
matter what anyone else
thought. -1 don't need
applause, I have it from
· inside. With stand-up,
you have to get the response."
U.S. Comedy Competition host, Danny Kinsena, says aspiring comdians
Favorable audience should not "impress, just express."
.
response is exactly what
the _10 contesta~ts, minus the guy who dropped
Naturally, Kinsella had advice for aspiring acout, were seeking March 5 at the Certs U.S. Col- tors and comedians. He said, ."Dori't try to im-lege Comedy Competition.
press, just express."
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